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Aries Cryptic #18 
BY ANDREW J. RIES    

 

ACROSS 

1 Yoga stances have half the curves (5) 

4 Crime leader infiltrating motorcycle gang in a  

   petty dispute (9) 

9 Attempting to gain interest in diary containing  

   introduction of Anais Nin (7) 

10 Kooky uncle I'd make part of the group (7) 

11 Bottled craft brew seldom cool (5, 4) 

12 Retro dirty coat featuring sequined tail flaps  

     (2-3) 

13 Downgraded rail storage unit? (8) 

15 Recut It in between two old NBC sitcom  

     episodes (6) 

17 Southern Cal defenders go back to loyal  

     follower (3, 3) 

19 Poorly ranks Abe Lincoln's home (8) 

22 See a tilt between boxers (5) 

23 Associate of Coca-Cola accounting  

     starts in: “Record halves:  

     Year 3 and 4” (3, 6) 

25 Innovative company acquiring  

     control center and Britain's  

     foremost research facility  

     (4, 3) 

26 Dis-placed (3, 4) 

27 Untrustworthy gossip  

     connected to People and  

     Time (9) 

28 Composer for Warner or EMI,  

     in part (5) 

 

DOWN 

1 Strong attack of Walesa's  

   comrade on microphone (7) 

2 Conservative didn't budge, so  

   to speak (5) 

3 Provides protection for a '70s  

   child star (7) 

4 At first, bony mess eater came back with piece  

   of bread and cheese (3, 5) 

5 Rich revised first part of private  

   tweet (5) 

6 Old flame referenced in lit (7) 

7 Overwhelms one sister with social  

   engagements (9) 

8 Prepared a pan of red sage hash (7) 

14 They're relatively favorable to returning  

     outspoken rapper's shirts (9) 

16 Station carrying commercials for place known  

     for bad service (4, 4) 

17 Having a cap or hat stretched around a little  

     bit (7) 

18 Shakespearean character rising to greeting  

     (7) 

20 Home seller's refurbished lot in the back (7) 

21 A buddy makes first laser, e.g. (7) 

23 Bears redrafted player from Buffalo (5) 

24 Search high and low for a neglected Caruso  

     remix (5) 


